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Abstract

It has recently been shown that deep neural networks (DNN)
can improve the quality of statistical parametric speech syn-
thesis (SPSS) when using a source-filter vocoder. Our own
previous work has furthermore shown that a dynamic sinu-
soidal model (DSM) is also highly suited to DNN-based SPSS,
whereby sinusoids may either be used themselves as a “direct
parameterisation” (DIR), or they may be encoded using an “in-
termediate spectral parameterisation” (INT). The approach in
that work was effectively to replace a decision tree with a neu-
ral network. However, waveform parameterisation and synthe-
sis steps that have been developed to suit HMMs may not fully
exploit DNN capabilities. Here, in contrast, we investigate ways
to combine INT and DIR at the levels of both DNN modelling
and waveform generation. For DNN training, we propose to use
multi-task learning to model cepstra (from INT) and log ampli-
tudes (from DIR) as primary and secondary tasks. Our results
show combining these improves modelling accuracy for both
tasks. Next, during synthesis, instead of discarding parameters
from the second task, a fusion method using harmonic ampli-
tudes derived from both tasks is applied. Preference tests show
the proposed method gives improved performance, and that this
applies to synthesising both with and without global variance
parameters.
Index Terms: Fusion vocoder, deep neural network, sinusoidal
model, statistical speech synthesis1

1. Introduction

Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) [26] based on
hidden Markov models (HMM) has many advantages, such as
small footprint, flexibility and robustness. However, the quality
of the speech it generates does not yet match that of concate-
native speech synthesis. Of key importance [29] are: i) the sta-
tistical model used to learn the complex relationship between
linguistic input and acoustic output, and ii) the parameterisation
of the speech waveform. Ideally, the properties of the statistical
model and speech vocoder should complement each other. In
this paper, we propose techniques to improve SPSS voice qual-
ity by considering both of these factors.

In terms of statistical modelling, deep neural networks
(DNN) have been shown to significantly outperform other meth-
ods [28, 17, 27]. However, most work so far has used vocoder
parameterisations originally designed for HMM-based SPSS. In
[1], a hybrid vocoder that switches between PSOLA and si-
nusoidal model was used for DNN based synthesis, but mel-
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cepstra and aperiodicity extracted from STRAIGHT [13] spec-
tra were still used for analysis. Focus on source-filter vocoders
[5, 13, 18] has persisted despite the fact that sinusoidal ones
[6, 21, 4] have been shown to generate equal, if not higher, qual-
ity speech [8] with mixed phase. In [10], a dynamic sinusoidal
model (DSM), which has additional time-varying components,
was proposed. Two ways to use a DSM for SPSS have also
been presented (DIR [9] and INT [10]). Results have shown that
INT can give quality comparable to the state-of-the art vocoder,
while DIR is promising in terms of producing good speech qual-
ity without resorting to intermediate parameters such as cepstra.

In [12], we hypothesised the main reason for reduced qual-
ity when using the DIR parameterisation was that it does not suit
the HMM-based modelling in HTS. The strong correlation be-
tween sinusoidal components cannot be modelled by the diag-
onal covariance in a typical HMM system. In contrast, a DNN
does not require acoustic features to be decorrelated [7]. To
investigate this, a DSM was integrated with both HMM- and
DNN-based synthesisers in [12]. DNNs were found to always
outperform their HMM-based equivalent for both methods. In
that work, only the decision tree was simply replaced by a sin-
gle neural network, and speech was ultimately generated from
either method individually. But in principle, although DIR and
INT constitute different parameterisations of a DSM for use in
a statistical model, there are potentially useful connections to
be drawn between them:

1) Harmonic amplitudes are transformed to differing types
of spectral feature for statistical modelling, but for synthesis
harmonic amplitutes need to be recovered again. The harmonic
dynamic model (HDM) vocoder is used in both cases.

2) For DIR, cepstra must still be calculated from generated
sinusoids after statistical modelling in order to obtain minimum
phase. Such cepstra are explicitly retained for modelling in the
INT approach.

3) Although cepstra and log amplitudes may in principle
be converted to each other by a known matrix (see Section
2.1), we have found the specific ways we derive these parame-
ters mean they can contain complementary spectral information
(discussed further in Section 3.1).

On that basis, we are considering to make full use of coeffi-
cients trained from both methods by combining them together.
In this paper, we fuse the INT and DIR methods at both the
modelling and synthesis stages. DNN-based SPSS is highly
suited for this, not only because of its ability to model corre-
lated features, but also because it imposes fewer restrictions on
feature extraction pipelines. Multi-task learning (MTL) [2] has
been proposed to improve the generalisation of a neural network



for tasks such as speech recognition [15, 16], spoken language
understanding [24] and natural language processing [3]. Here,
we apply MTL for learning spectral representations from both
methods. Cepstra (from INT) and log amplitude (from DIR)
are trained together as primary and secondary tasks. Normally,
output features for the additional task would be discarded after
training. But since coefficients trained from both the tasks can
be used for generating speech, here we design a novel method to
combine both parameterisations at waveform resynthesis time.

2. Methods for DSM parameterisation

In [9], a dynamic sinusoidal model with a time-varying term for
amplitude refinement was introduced, under which speech is
represented as a sum of static amplitudes ak and their dynamic
slopes bk, with frequency fk and phase ✓k:

s(n) =
KX

k=1

(|ak|+ n|bk|)cos(2⇡fkn+ ✓k) (1)

Static amplitude A

HDM = [a1, a2, ..., aK ]T and dynamic
slope B

HDM = [b1, b2, ..., bK ]T are calculated using the
least squares criterion (LSE) between the original and esti-
mated speech. When sinusoids are located at frequencies of
fk = k ⇤ f0 (k = [1, 2, ...,K]; K: number of harmonics
per frame; f0 :pitch), the DSM becomes the harmonic dynamic
model (HDM).

However, the sinusoidal parameters at every harmonic fre-
quency cannot be modelled directly [9]. Accordingly, two
methods have been proposed to apply the DSM for SPSS.
In the first method (INT), regularised discrete cepstra (RDC)
computed from all harmonic amplitudes are employed as an
intermediate parameterisation for statistical modelling. Dur-
ing synthesis, sinusoidal amplitude and minimum phase can
be derived as: log|ak| = c

a
0 +

PPa
i=1 c

a
i cos(2⇡fki); ✓k =

�
PPa

i=1 c
a
i sin(2⇡fki), where c

a, Pa represent the RDC and
its dimensionality for the static amplitudes respectively. As-
suming W is a diagonal matrix representing the Hanning win-
dow and fs is the sampling frequency, M =[1, 2cos(2⇡ f1⇤1

fs
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fs
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)],
RDC (CHDM
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a
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Pa

]) for A

HDM can be esti-
mated using LSE [20] between the natural and estimated spec-
tra with a regularisation term R [21]: CHDM

a = (MT
WM +

�R)�1
M

T
Wlog|AHDM |. By replacing T = (MT

WM +
�R)�1

M

T
W , the RDC for static amplitude becomes (similar

calculation for CHDM
b ):

C

HDM
a = T

HDM
a log|AHDM | (2)

For the DIR method, we model log|A| and log|B| explic-
itly. For this, we proposed in [11] a perceptual dynamic model
(PDM) with fixed and low dimensionality to satisfy modelling
constraints. The sinusoidal component which has the maximum
spectral amplitude within each critical band is selected, and then
its initial frequency is substituted by the critical band centre fre-
quency (amax

m = a

i
m = max{a1

m, ..., a

i
m, ..., a

N
m}; bmax

m =
b

i
m; N : number of harmonics in band m). The real static log

amplitude of log|APDM | (APDM = [amax
1 , a

max
2 , ..., a

max
M ])

and slope log|BPDM | (BPDM = [bmax
1 , b

max
2 , ..., b

max
M ],

where M is the number of bands) are modelled together with
other acoustic features (pitch, voiced/unvoiced flag). During
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Figure 1: Standard DNN-based speech synthesis for INT
(Standard-INT: system (a)) and DIR (Standard-DIR: system (b))

synthesis, HDM is used for generating speech, where ampli-
tudes at each harmonic (|AHDM | , |BHDM |) are assigned the
amplitude of the centre frequency of the critical band in which
they lie. Figure 1 gives an overview of both methods for inte-
grating the DSM into DNN-based speech synthesis (see [12] for
more detail).

3. Proposed methods

3.1. DNN-based multi-task learning for the DSM

In MTL, extra target outputs associated with additional tasks are
added to the original output for training the network. In [25],
acoustic features and various secondary features were trained
together to improve voice quality, demonstrating that the statis-
tical model can be improved if the second task is chosen well.
Specifically, the second task should be related with the primary
task, with parameter sharing serving to improve the structure
of the model. RDC and log amplitudes can be transformed to
each other through matrix T easily (see (2)), so we can com-
bine the INT and DIR methods together using MTL to refine the
model. To identify which parameters are suitable for multi-task
training, we have tested the potential parameter combinations to
represent the DSM listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Potential parameters for multi-task learning

INT DIR

log|AHDM |; log|BHDM | log|APDM |; log|BPDM |
C

HDM
a = T

HDM
a log|AHDM |

C

HDM
b = T

HDM
b log|BHDM |

C

PDM
a = T

PDM
a log|APDM |

C

PDM
b = T

PDM
b log|BPDM |

As we can see, for INT, harmonic amplitudes (AHDM ,
B

HDM ) have varying dimensionality and cannot be used di-
rectly, so C

HDM
a and C

HDM
b derived from all harmonics are

chosen as the first task. For DIR (column 2), in [10], percep-
tual preference tests show that RDC computed from all har-
monics can generate better speech quality than the one (CPDM

a ,
C

PDM
b ) calculated from PDM. The steps involved in transform-

ing A

PDM and B

PDM to cepstra can lead to the loss of spec-
tral detail. Moreover, amplitudes from PDM can also serve
as a complementary feature for modelling the spectral param-
eters, which may not be fully captured in C

HDM
a and C

HDM
b .

Therefore, primary parameters C

HDM
a and C

HDM
b from INT

are augmented to include a second task (APDM and B

PDM )
from DIR together with pitch information for multi-task learn-
ing. The flow chart of the multi-task learning is shown in Figure
2. During synthesis, speech is resynthesised from “intermedi-
ate” and “direct” methods individually.
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Figure 2: Left: Multi-task learning flowchart for INT (Multi-INT: system (c)) and DIR (Multi-DIR: system (d)); f0 (yellow) is shared
by both systems; Right top: Fusion of phase for multi-task learning (Multi-DIR-Phase: system (e)); f0 and phase are shared (yellow
part) by the two systems; Right bottom: Fusion of amplitudes for multi-task learning (Multi-Fusion: system (f))
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Figure 3: Spectral envelope derived from harmonic amplitude
using INT (green) and DIR (red); natural speech FFT (blue).

3.2. Fusion of the multiple parameterisations

Usually, after training the shared tasks, only outputs from the
primary task are used and outputs from secondary tasks are dis-
carded. The additional parameters are merely intended to im-
prove optimisation of the trainable network parameters . But for
the outputs of MTL in Figure 2, the generated parameters from
both tasks can be used for synthesising speech. Although fea-
tures from INT and DIR are combined for MTL, cepstra and log
amplitudes are separated again after parameter generation and
then transformed to harmonic amplitudes for synthesis individ-
ually. Therefore, there is no interactive combination of features
themselves. However, from Figure 2, we can see both the INT
and DIR methods use the HDM vocoder for synthesis, with the
main difference being how to derive HDM amplitude and phase.
In this section, we discuss how to combine the two methods dur-
ing synthesis stage, focussing on these two aspects.

From systems (c) and (d) in Figure 2, we can see that in
order to get HDM phase for synthesising (Section 2.1), RDCs
(Ca, Cb) need to be computed first. For INT, CHDM

a and
C

HDM
b are extracted from all harmonics and explicitly mod-

elled. Meanwhile, for DIR, the generated sparse amplitudes
(APDM , BPDM ) need to be extended to harmonic amplitudes
first and then transformed to RDC ( eCHDM

a , e
C

HDM
b ) using

function (2). However, since more sinusoids are used to calcu-
late C

HDM
a , CHDM

b in INT than the e
C

HDM
a and e

C

HDM
b used

in DIR, e✓HDM in DIR may not be as accurate as ✓

HDM de-
rived from INT. Therefore, to test whether this inaccurate phase
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Figure 4: Log-spectral distance (LSD) when using the fusion
method with different weightings of INT for both the validation
set (blue) and testing set (red)

is the main cause for lower voice quality of DIR (system (d)),
we “borrow” phase from INT to use for DIR with the aim of
improving the performance of DIR subsequent to the multi-task
learning (system (e) in Figure 2).

Figure 3 shows the spectral envelope derived from the har-
monic amplitudes using each method. Although perceptual ex-
periments have shown that system (a) can generate better qual-
ity than (b) [12], the error between the natural and estimated
envelopes varies for different frequencies. Therefore, we pro-
pose to combine the two methods by minimising the fused log-
spectral distance (LSD). If l

INT and l

DIR are the LSD for
the entire frequency band (fs/2) between generated speech and
natural speech using INT and DIR respectively, we can min-
imise the following objective function by varying the weight �:

l

Fusion = �l

INT + (1� �)lDIR (3)

The optimal weight can be identified by varying � from
0 to 1 in increments of 0.1. The value which results in the
lowest LSD (lFusion) on the development set will be selected.
Figure 4 shows average l

Fusion with different weights for the
development and test sets used in Section 4. We observe the
same trend for both sets. Therefore, weight � optimised with
the development set is used during synthesis in the experiment.
To further improve quality, we can extend � to be a vector
⌥ = [�1, ..., �i..., �M ], and minimise the LSD for each band
used in Section 2.1.



Table 2: Objective results comparing DNN-based synthesis with and without multi-task learning.

INT DIR

C

HDM
a C

HDM
b f0 V/UV LSD log|APDM | log|BPDM | f0 V/UV LSD

Standard 2.53 5.09 9.51 4.27% 1.13 5.50 8.85 9.41 4.14% 1.15
Multitask 2.40 5.06 9.55 4.13% 1.12 5.35 9.12 9.55 4.13% 1.13
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Figure 5: Preference test to demonstrate the effect of multi-task
learning for DIR (top) and INT (bottom)
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Figure 6: Preference test to investigate the effectiveness of fu-
sion of amplitudes (top) and phase (bottom)
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Figure 7: Preference test to investigate the effectiveness of using
GV (top) and multiple fusion band weights (bottom)

4. Experiment

Speech data [19] from a British male professional speaker was
used to train DNN-based SPSS systems (see [12] for details),
either using the HDM with RDC as intermediate parameters
(INT) or PDM direct modelling (DIR). The database [19] con-
sists of 2400 utterances for training, 70 for development, and
72 utterances for testing, recorded with a sample rate of 16kHz.
The tanh and linear activation functions were used for DNN
hidden and output layers respectively. Stochastic gradient de-
scent optimisation was used, with a mini-batch size of 256 and
a maximum number of epochs set to 25. Six hidden layers were
used, with 1024 units per layer. A momentum term of 0.3 and
learning rate of 0.002 were set for the first 10 epochs, and then
momentum was increased to 0.9 with a learning rate halved at
each epoch. The learning rate for the final two layers was set
to half that of other layers. For synthesis, the maximum like-
lihood parameter generation algorithm (MLPG) [23] was used
to obtain both spectral coefficients and excitation. 25 native En-
glish subjects participated, listening in sound-treated perceptual
booths with headphones. Generated samples are available on-
line2.

First, we tested the effect of multi-task learning. Objective
measures calculated for the test set were compared, as shown
in Table 2. Since incompatible spectral parameters were used
for analysis and synthesis, LSD computed from the synthesised
waveform was compared. In addition, cepstrum error was mea-

2http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1164800/Fusion15Demo.html

sured using Mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) [14] for INT, while
RMS error of sinusoid log amplitude was used for DIR. We can
see that most error rates were improved by multi-task training.
Figure 5 shows preference test results between Standard-INT
(a) and Multi-INT (c), and Standard-DIR (b) and Multi-DIR
(d). We can see that for both methods, systems with MTL were
preferred compared with the non-MTL equivalents. This in-
dicates features derived using INT and DIR complement each
other and so refine the acoustic model. Specifically, we find
increased performance is especially evident for DIR.

To evaluate the fusion of phase, a preference test was con-
ducted to compare Multi-DIR (d) and Multi-DIR-Phase (e) with
phase “borrowed” from Multi-INT. Figure 6 shows there was
no clear preference between these two systems. From this we
conclude that phase (e✓HDM ) recovered from the sparse ampli-
tudes is no worse than that computed from RDC using all har-
monics. To test the effectiveness of fusing harmonic sinusoid
amplitudes, we compared systems using function (3) for one
band (Multi-Fusion) and multiple bands (Multi-Fusion50) re-
spectively with Multi-INT (c), which gave the best quality in
all our systems so far. Figure 6 and 7 show that for both one
band and multiple bands, systems using the fusion method can
give better performance than the system using only MTL. Fi-
nally, in [12] and [9], listening test results showed that while
using global variance (GV) [22] was greatly preferred for the
INT method, this strong preference dropped for DIR in both
HMM and DNN cases. As the fusion method trained from the
MTL is a combination of features from both, another preference
test was conducted to explore whether GV is still effective for
the fusion case. We compared systems with and without GV for
the fusion method using multiple bands. The strong preference
in Figure 7 shows GV still works for the proposed method.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented a novel approach to employing sinu-
soidal vocoders in DNN-based SPSS. The approach combines
methods in which sinusoids are either used as a direct param-
eterisation (DIR) or following conversion to an intermediate
spectral parameterisation (INT). Exploiting DNN capabilities,
these two methods are fused together at the statistical mod-
elling and synthesis levels. For statistical training, multi-task
learning which models cepstra (from INT) and log amplitudes
(from DIR) are trained together as primary and secondary tasks.
Objective results and preference test show that both tasks con-
tribute to improving modelling accuracy. For synthesis, instead
of discarding parameters from the second task, a fusion method
using harmonic amplitudes derived from both tasks is applied.
Preference tests show the proposed method gives further im-
proved performance, and that this applies to synthesising both
with and without global variance parameters. In the future,
other objective functions can be selected and optimised for the
fusion method to further improve the perceptual result.
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